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5G MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
WHAT IS 5G, WHAT WILL IT DO, AND HOW DOES IT DIFFER FROM
CURRENT MOBILE NETWORKS? WHY IS 5G GETTING SO MUCH
PUBLICITY? WHAT DOES 5G MEAN FOR CABLE MANUFACTURERS?
The term “5G” refers to the fifth generation of mobile-cellular network technology. In 2018, this generation is in
a phase of field trials. A few “pioneering” companies – wireless telecom network operators, or “carriers” – have
announced plans to introduce commercial 5G services in late 2018 or 2019. For most carriers, however, commercial
deployment will not get underway until 2020 or later.
Provided by CRU
are eager to deploy 5G. Considering
the timing of the earliest cellular technology trials in the 1970s, the mobile
industry is about 40 years old.

There are vast differences between
5G and the earlier generations. For
customers, the main differences will
include faster transmission speeds
and greater efficiency. The faster
speeds will support improved video
delivery as well as new services, such
as augmented reality, or virtual reality.
For the carriers, there are significant
differences in building and operating
the networks. A big difference is that
antenna sites will be closer together.
This has implications on other network
infrastructure, especially the cable network that carries the data to and from
the antenna sites.
Another big difference for carriers is that
5G technology is being developed to

carry new services and to support new
types of customers. For example, 5G
is intended to help industrial companies to control robots and other factory machines more efficiently. Another
example will be enhanced services for
cars and other vehicles, including communications for driverless vehicles as
that technology develops. Thus, 5G’s
proponents say the technology will
open new revenue streams for the carriers, revenues that will be in addition
to the monthly fees paid by consumers and other subscribers now using
mobile services.
These new services are among the
reasons why 5G has received so much
advanced publicity, and why carriers

And during this time, there has been
a cyclical pattern with about 10 years
been the commercial launch of each
generation. For 5G, however, the first
commercial deployments will fall a little
sooner – only eight to nine years since
4G networks entered service. In fact,
many carriers are still building out their
4G networks, and they haven’t had
many years of pay-back on their 4G
investments.
Many information and communications
technology (ICT) industry executives,
however, have claimed that 5G represents a bigger step than the earlier
generations. In these claims, 5G will
be part of more sweeping changes in
ICT, including artificial intelligence (AI),
greater use of cloud functions for more
services, such as medicine, and the
Internet of things (IoT). In this context,
5G is not just another generation of
mobile services, but it is an integral
part of new manufacturing processes, improved transportation services,
smart cities, energy management, and
new medical procedures.
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THE 5G
SCHEDULE
DEFINING A GENERATION
The first generation was analog. From
2G onwards, the generations have used
different protocols for increasing the
amount of digital traffic that can be carried on analog radio waves. This means
that standards are necessary so that
transmission equipment and handsets
from different manufacturers can all be
used in the carriers’ networks. Thus, the
criteria for classifying mobile systems by
generation are the international standards being used.
The key elements of these standards
are the frequencies specified for the
radio communications and the multi-

ple-access schemes. The latter refers
to the modulation and multiplexing
methods that prevent interference
between multiple users in the same
cell – that is, in the area served by
one antenna. Since the “1G” analog
generation, there has been continuous work on more efficient coding and
multiple access schemes to achieve
faster transmission rates and to carry
more traffic.
This work has resulted in more than
four digital standards. Some of these
standards are enhancements that
allow inter-operability with equipment
developed under an earlier standard or
an earlier version. On the other hand,
some have different frequencies and
multiplexing techniques, requiring all
new equipment. This is the basis for
calling them “generations,” and identifying four main digital generations – 2G
through 5G.

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE
The names of standards come from the
committees, abbreviations for the multiplexing schemes, or other references.
The widely used name for the first digital standard was “GSM,” which initially
stood for the Europe-based committee,
Groupe Speciale Mobile, and then later
for Global System for Mobile communications. The abbreviation has since been
trademarked by the GSM Association.
The most widely used 4G standard is
LTE, which stands for Long-Term Evolution. Other standards referred to as 4G
include WiMax and LTE-Advanced.
Some of the standards have been referred
to with expressions such as “2.5G,”
2.75G,”, “3.5G,” “3.9G,”: “pre-5G,” and
other designations. The table shows these
digital mobile standards from the last 30
years grouped into the four main generations. The 3G designation, for example,

TIMING AND KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

Notes:
1. First 1G services w ere launched in Japan in 1979, and in other markets in 1981.
2. NTT DoCoMo of Japan introduced 4G LTE service on Oct. 1, 2010. Carriers in other advanced markets launched it in late 2010 or 2011.
3. US carriers AT&T and Verizon plan to deploy 5G technology for fixed broadband applications (not mobile) in late 2018.
4. includes 2.5G, such as GPRS, starting in 2000.
5. includes 3.5G, such as 1xEV-DO, EDGE, or HSDPA/HSUPA, starting in 2003.
6. the ITU IMT standard specified peak data rates of 100 Mbps for mobile and 1 Gbps for stationary Carriers in Canada, US, Japan,
Taiwan, Australia and other advanced telecom markets have turned off 2G systems. In other countries, some carriers think 2G may
have use in IoT applications, and it may make sense to shut dow n 3G systems, say after 2020.
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refers to a group of standards including
W-CDMA, CDMA-2000, TD-SCDMA,
EDGE, and DECT. All of these meet the
requirements defined by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) to be classified under the broader 3G designation.

in 2017. The field trials with 5G have included some of the new application concepts,
such as driverless vehicles and high-speed
transportation. Many carriers have had field
trials underway in 2018 or scheduled for
2019, but only a few carriers are planning to
launch commercial service this year.

5G IS COMING SOON
The table’s row labelled “Initial deployments” has the years highlighted in red.
These are the years when carriers first
offered commercial services, with customers paying monthly fees. Prior to this, the
carriers often have had two or more phases of trials, including both laboratory and
field trials. Some of the field trials have had
limited coverage areas – just one antenna
serving a confined area, such as a corporate campus. Larger field trials may include
entire cities.
With 5G trials, laboratory trials were underway in 2015, and field trials were underway

TRIALS ARE PROLIFERATING
Since the earliest 5G trials at a few key
laboratories in 2015, there has been a
rapid progression with more than 100
carriers announcing new trials in about
two years. The Global Mobile Suppliers
Association (GSA) reported in August
that it had “identified 154 operators in 66
countries that have demonstrated, are
testing or trialing, or have been licensed
to conduct, field trials of 5G-enabling
and candidate technologies.” Further, the
GSA says that this number is up from 81
operators in 42 countries in September of
2017 – a big increase in less than a year.

TIMING OF 4G AND 5G
In late 2010, the GSA was reporting on
early 4G developments as it is reporting
on 5G now. In August 2010, for example,
GSA said that three 4G networks were in
commercial service. At that time, another 101 carriers in in 41 countries were in
trials or had committed to deployments.
Now, three US carriers, AT&T, T-Mobile,
and Verizon, have announced plans to
launch commercial 5G services before
the end of 2018. Thus, 5G technology
seems to have about the same amount
of carrier activity now as 4G did in the
Fall of 2010.

4G’S CURRENT STATUS
The GSA’s August 2018 report said that
681 operators in 208 countries currently
offer 4G network services. Another 84
carriers have trials underway or have
committed to deploy 4G, but construc-

MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS BY TYPE OF SERVICE, WORLD TOTALS
(data are in millions)

World population

Sources: Ericsson, ITU
Note:
According to Ericsson, the number of individual humans subscribing to mobile services is 5.3 billion,
as of June 2018. The discrepancy with total subscriptions is due to individuals having multiple devices
or multiple subscriptions, inactive subscriptions, and other types of subscribers – M2M or IoT.
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tion is still pending. This means that
4G has not “run its course,” and will
certainly be operating concurrently
with 5G for many years. In fact, 2G, 3G
and 4G mobile networks have been
operating concurrently for 18 years
and will continue to do so for several more years. Some carriers have
turned off 2G networks, but we are not
aware of any carriers that have plans
to turn off 3G networks. This means

that 3G, 4G, and 5G will be operating
concurrently well into the 2020s.

HOW FAST WILL 5G
RAMP UP?
Another industry trade association,
the GSM Association (GSMA), has
published a forecast of 1.2 billion
5G subscribers worldwide in 2025.
Ericsson’s forecast is 1.0 billion sub-

scribers by 2023. Another equipment
company, Juniper, forecasts 1.5 billion by 2025. All these forecasts have
5G progressing more rapidly than 3G
but less rapidly than 4G in terms of
the number of subscribers signing on
in the initial years. Considering the
number of systems in service, the
number of 5G subscribers is likely to
be less than 100 million until after
2020.

5G: A BROADBAND MEDIUM
A FIXED-LINE ALTERNATIVE
Two of the US carriers, AT&T and Verizon, say they will use 5G to supply
a “fixed” residential broadband service, as an alternative to DSL, cablemodem, satellites, etc. Verizon plans
to introduce such fixed service in four
cities in 2018. AT&T has announced
5G plans for 12 cities, initially supporting mobile services, but it has
said it will offer a “fixed” or residential
broadband service in 2019. For fixed
services, the plans take advantage
of 5G’s bandwidth – its upload and
download bit rates – without needing
the more complex functions of mobility. The data rates shown in the table
of “Timing and key characteristics…”
are competitive with most residential
broadband services based on DSL or
cable-modem services.
In fact, 5G could prove a cost-effective alternative for fixed broadband
in some communities, because it
can provide high bit rates without
the cost of installing fibre all the way
to the customer’s premises. In such
fixed-broadband installations, the 5G
“air interface” may be a substitute
for drop cables – either twisted-pair

copper or fibre. The antenna may be
“fed” by fibre, similar to the use of
fibre to feed DSLAM units in fibreto-the-node (FTTN) plus VDSL configurations.

BRIDGING THE DIGITAL
DIVIDE
In many countries including advanced
economies such as Canada, the US, the
UK, and others in Europe, government
agencies are concerned with the number of homes that do not have access
to high-speed Internet service or to fixed
broadband services. These homes often
are in rural areas or small communities,
where it costs more per home to build
broadband networks. In the US, there
are also similar problems with broadband coverage in some low-income
neighborhoods, where a smaller number
of likely subscribers makes it less attractive for the carriers to build broadband
networks.
Thus, it is reasonable to ask about
the potential use of 5G to reduce the
number of homes without broadband
service – to reduce the so-called “digital divide” – in some rural and lowerincome communities. The answer is

that the cost-effectiveness of 5G in
such cases probably depends on local
construction and cost factors:
• the availability of spectrum and the
cost of spectrum licenses,
• whether the potential serving
areas are “cell ready,” with suitable
sites available to place the antennas (utility poles, street lights) and
whether there are fibre lines already
installed to feed the 5G antenna
sites;
• if there are no fibre lines available, are there options for alternative back-haul technologies, such
as microwave or millimetre-wave
spectrum licenses;
• whether there is a business case
for 5G mobile applications along
with the fixed broadband applications;
In developing economies, it may be more
practical for government authorities to
consider 4G technology rather than 5G
technology for delivering broadband
services to un-served or under-served
areas. Using 4G may be more cost-
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effective in some rural and-low income
areas. For advanced markets, where
carriers already have plans for 5G, there
may be greater likelihood that 5G will
be cost-effective in carrying fixed-broadband services in some neighborhoods.
In either case, cellular technology may
become more important in the future in
extending broadband services to rural
areas, both in advanced and developing
markets.

MOBILE VS. FIXED FOR
VOICE
Looking back to the 1990s, the number
of fixed voice lines in service was rising
steadily in both advanced and developing economies. By 2000, the carriers in

the advanced economies had covered
most of their serving areas, and the
demand for cable to support new construction was diminishing. In 2000, for
example, the number of fixed lines per
100 population in advanced economies
was 55. This proved to be the peak
year. After 2000, customers began cancelling their fixed-network voice lines.
Some were cancelled because the
Internet meant lines for FAX machines
were no longer needed. Others were
cancelled because customers saw no
reason to pay for both fixed and mobile
services.
The voice-network coverage in developing economies, on the other hand,
was sparser. In 2000, the number

of fixed lines per 100 population in
developing economies was eight. But
unlike the advanced economies, this
number continued to rise for another
seven years. The number reached a
peak of 13 in 2007 and then began
decreasing. As in advanced economies, some customers abandoned
fixed-line service to rely entirely on
mobile service. Also in the developing
markets, cellular service meant that
many carriers had no reason to extend
fixed-line network coverage to many
areas outside the metropolitan centres. For these reasons, the ramp-up
of 1G, 2G, and 3G mobile technology
clearly displaced some of the potential
available market for copper telecom
cable.

WORLD POPULATION AND TELECOM SERVICE SUBSCRIBERS

(data are in millions)

Sources: CRU, Ericsson, ITU, UN,
Notes:
Fixed voice includes VoIP subscription services.
Mobile subscribers include all SIM cards and mobile M2M (IoT) users, not just individual human users.
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MOBILE VS. FIXED
BROADBAND
Now, about 20 years later, we might
ask whether the ramp up of 4G and 5G
mobile broadband technologies may displace the potential available market for
some fibre optic or coaxial cable in fixed
broadband networks. The answer is yes,
maybe some optical cable will be displacecd, but not a vast amount. To explain:
the use of 4G and 5G for broadband

access still requires fibre for “feeding” the
antenna sites, or for “backhaul.” If 5G is
to be installed for residential broadband
service, the antenna sites will need to
be closely spaced – possibly only 500
metres apart. In this case, the use of 5G
will eliminate the need for drop cables,
but the carriers will still need to have fibre
for feeder and distribution lines.
In developing economies, carriers may
be more likely to use 4G for broadband

services in the next three to five years.
And 4G networks will require less fibre
than 5G, because the antennas can be
spaced further apart – possibly five to
ten kilometres in rural or lower density
communities. Thus it is possible that 4G
mobile broadband technology could displace some of the potential market for
optical cable. On the other hand, this
market has been moving slowly, and the
expansion of 4G could stimulate some
demand for fibre in backhaul.

5G’S ADVANCE PUBLICITY
R&D WAS UNDERWAY
IN 2012
As cell phone usage proliferated in
the early years of the 21st century, so
did news articles, conferences, trade
shows, and other events public information about mobile technology. The
table in the first figure indicated that a
few carriers initiated 4G service in late
2010, with other carriers launching their
4G businesses in 2011. Less than a year
later, some publications and organizations were talking about early work on
5G.
The ITU, a key standards organization, has published its timeline of
5G committee meetings. The ITU
adopted the name “IMT-2020” for this
work, saying, “In early 2012, the ITUR embarked on a program to develop
‘IMT for 2020 and beyond,’ setting the
stage for 5G research activities that
are emerging around the world.” The
first ITU committee meetings for discussing 5G were held in 2014. Draft
reports on technology trends, feasibility, and a “Recommendation Vision
of IMT beyond 2020” were released
in 2015.

Since 2015, many carriers, equipment suppliers, university laboratories, and other organizations
have publicized their work on 5G,
including laboratory and field trials. Some groups have expressed
a competitive motivation, saying
they wanted to remain at the forefront of international work on 5G.
Many groups emphasized that 5G
would be linked to new business
areas such as IoT and would have
potential for new services and new
revenue streams.

EXTENSIVE NEWS
COVERAGE
As noted previously, the GSA statistics on carrier projects suggest that
5G is moving as rapidly or possibly
more rapidly than 4G did in its transition from trials to deployment. But it
seems that the news is carrying more
articles about 5G in the past two or
three years than were carried about
4G eight to ten years earlier. This may
result from the frequent association
of 5G with IoT, autonomous vehicles,
and other advanced technologies that
are also in the news.

COUNTING WEB-SEARCH
RESULTS
The table shows the number of Google
search “hits” or items found. This tally
is not rigorous or scientific, but it provides some measure of 5G as a “hot
topic,” compared with other telecom
technologies, and other advanced
technologies. The table shows “all
items” found along with “news items.”
The latter refers to instances where the
key word appears in a news publication, a blog, or the news pages of a
company’s website. We have duplicated these Google searches for the
same key words in each of the last
three years. This experience shows
that key words associated with products, especially consumer products,
get many hits. A search for “smartphone” for example, resulted in over
three billion items, and over 1 billion
news items.
Google’s search function itself has been
the subject of recent news articles,
and Google has said that it is continually revising its algorithm. This means
that the results from one year to the
next may reflect changes in the search
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5G TECHNOLOGY: NOT QUITE HERE, BUT LOTS OF PUBLICITY
Google search results by key word, number of items found -- all items and news items(
data are millions of items found with a Google search)

Notes:

Data are from an English language search, using key words exactly as they appear under “Search topic.”
Some topics may have alternative spellings or synonymous expressions, but 5G does not.
Google says it is constantly revising its algorithms. This may have affected the data for the three years.

algorithm rather than changes in the
actual amount of publicity. For example,
the table shows significant jumps from
2017 to 2018 in the number of news
items found for most topics. For most
of the technologies queried, this jump
was about one order of magnitude – far
greater than the increase from 2016 to
2017.
Acknowledging the imprecision in
using a web search engine to quantify publicity on different topics,

we offer two tentative conclusions.
First, 5G has approximately as many
hits and slightly more news items
than LTE, which has been in trials
for deployment for about 10 years
longer. Second, 5G appears to be
as prominent in the news as other telecom technologies and other
advanced technologies. These conclusions together may suggest that
5G will bring a more prominent shift
in communication network capabilities than 4G.

Slide 4

5G AND A NEW
INDUSTRIAL ERA
The World Economic Forum (WEF),
based in Geneva, Switzerland, has
promoted the view that the world
economy is entering a fourth industrial revolution, and 5G networks are
a key element in this shift. According to WEF presentations and publications, the world’s main industrial
revolutions can be summed up as
follows:
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1.) first revolution: beginning around
1784, manufacturing shifted to
mechanized production, driven by
water and steam power;
2.) second revolution, beginning
around 1870, manufacturing shifted
to mass production, driven by electric power;
3.) third revolution: beginning around
1969, manufacturing shifted to automated production, driven by electronics and information technology.
4.) fourth revolution: beginning
around 2015, and building on the
third revolution, manufacturing is
shifting to new digitally controlled
processes, some working at nanoscale or atomic levels. These processes use electronic, physical, and
biological systems for new materials
and new industries. This revolution is
being driven by AI, 5G, IoT, robotics,
cloud processing, and other technologies that the WEF has referred
to as “cyber-physical systems.”

ABOUT THE WEF
The WEF is an independent, notfor-profit organization with a staff of

600, including many industry leaders, economists, former political leaders, and financial experts. The WEF’s
members and partners include major
corporations, financial institutions, scientific organizations, and other nonprofit organizations. One of the WEF’s
activities is the well-publicized annual
conference for world business leaders
and politicians in Davos, Switzerland.
In addition to this, the WEF organizes many regional meetings, working
groups, and topical events. The WEF
also has projects to provide information and governance, to promote
policies and support government decisions, and to educate investors and
other decision makers.

OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
AND 5G
For communications network operators and cable manufacturers, it is not
critical to agree that a group of today’s
advanced technologies represents a
fourth industrial revolution. The key point
here is that communication networks
and especially 5G networks are widely
seen as instrumental in other industries.
Going forward, these networks will carry
new types of traffic, will link new types
of devices or “end-users,” and will carry
vastly more traffic.

A 2017 publication from the WEF
(The Global Risks Report 2017)
included a list of 12 key emerging
technologies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Artificial intelligence and robotics
Ubiquitous linked sensors
Virtual and augmented realities
Additive manufacturing (incl. 3D
printing and bio-printing)
5. Blockchain and distributed
ledger technology
6. Advanced materials and
nanomaterials
7. Sustainable power - energy
capture, storage and
transmission
8. New computing technologies
9. Biotechnologies
10. Geoengineering
11. Neurotechnology
12. Space technologies

ICT company executives have said they
expect the first three technologies on
this list to rely extensively on 5G technologies. The fourth item, additive manufacturing, and some of the other items
will require storage, transmission, and
real-time use of large digital files. These
items therefore may need the capacity,
mobility, or ubiquity of 5G networks. Other items, such as energy capture, storage, and transmission, may not need the
bit rates and latency of 5G networks but
may benefit from the density (number of
users per area) of 5G.

WEF: 5G HAS ECONOMIC
BENEFITS
A WEF paper based on its January 2018
annual meeting reported the following
forecast: “Economists estimate the
global economic impact of 5G in new
goods and services will reach $12 trillion
by 2035 as 5G moves mobile technology from connecting people to people
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and information, towards connecting
people to everything.” To put this estimate in perspective, we note that the
2017 GDP of all countries in Western
Europe totaled $18 trillion. Or, the 2017
GDP of all countries outside of North
America, Europe, and China totaled $13
billion. The substantial contribution of 5G
means that mobile telecom in general
will make a greater contribution to world
GDP than current mobile technologies.
The WEF also cited a 2017 research
paper, “How important are mobile broad-

band networks for global economic
development?” completed with the University College of London and published
in June 2017. The paper said, “on average, a 10 percent increase of mobile
broadband adoption causes a 0.6–2.8
percent increase in economic growth,
depending on the model specifications.
In 2016 alone, this equated to anywhere
between US$500 billion to $2 trillion
worldwide.” The WEF says, “Today we
are on the brink of the next big technology
shift: 5G. As with all major advances, 5G
is discussed with everything from exag-

gerated scepticism to overstated excitement. We are excited.”
The source of the WEF’s excitement: the
characteristics of 5G that allow 5G to
support human communications as well
as machine interactions. Specifically, the
latency and high speeds will “allow factories to cut cables to their machines and
put more intelligence into the cloud,” as
noted in the WEF’s paper. [Note: italics are
from this article’s editor. “Cutting cables”
likely refers to communications and control cables, but not power cables.]

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
WHAT 5G AIMS TO
ACCOMPLISH
The ITU has said the main objective of
IMT-2020 (5G technology) is to support
diverse sets of services on the same
network. These services are grouped
into three broad categories:
1.) eMBB: enhanced Mobile Broadband. This category includes the consumer applications such as streaming
video, games, and in the future, augmented reality or virtual reality.
2.) mMTC: massive Machine Type
Communications. This category
includes the vast array of IoT devices
–sensors, cameras, point-of-sale
equipment, and other machine-tomachine (M2M) communications.
3.) ULRRC: Ultra-Reliable, LowLatency Communications. This
category includes Internet services
in areas such as traffic safety, medicine, and industrial automation. A
commonly cited example is communications to and from autonomous
vehicles. Another example is control
of high-voltage lines in smart grids.

Taken together, these categories mean
that 5G will support a wide array of
phones, tablets, computers, other enduser devices, peripherals, sensors, datacollection-devices, and control systems.
The standards committees also have
defined different classes of mobility,
digital traffic, and traffic patterns. Other
objectives for 5G include reliability, energy efficiency, data security, and network
management –such as compatibility with
legacy network systems.
These objectives are addressed with
more detailed specifications on peak
data rate, spectral efficiency, user-experienced data rate, area traffic capacity,
connection density, energy efficiency,
reliability, mobility, and bandwidth.
Examples of the targets for these specifications are shown in slide 5 (next page)

STANDARDS WORK
The ITU’s IMT-2020 work included a
schedule for approving sections of the
standard and completing the final standard. The ITU said work to define the
new radio interfaces, undertaken by

independent external groups, is to be
completed in 2018 and 2019 for review
by the ITU’s committees. Then, according to the ITU, “the whole process is
planned to be completed in 2020,” with
a final draft of the new ITU-R recommendation having detailed specifications for the new radio interface to be
approved.
A key external standards group working
on the 5G radio interfaces is the ThirdGeneration Partnership Project (3GPP).
The 3GPP in turn is a consortium of
seven other standards organizations:
ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TSDSI, TTA,
and TTC. The 3GPP organization has
multiple committees working on 5G
radio access network (RAN) technologies. As of June 2018, the 3GPP committees had completed two important
RAN standards, sometimes also called
“new radio” standards. One is called
“Non-Standalone” (NSA), and it allows
for interoperability with key equipment
in 4G network infrastructure. The other is called “Standalone” (SA), and it
operates without use of the 4G core
network.
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PERFORMANCE TARGETS FOR 5G TECHNOLOGY
ITU standard committee’s published technical requirements for IMT-2020

Source:

ITU IMT-2020 documents and ITU presentations

Note:

These targets have implications on the radio technology – the transmitters and antennas –
and also on the network infrastructure, including cabling to link the base stations and antennas.

NSA AND SA STANDARDS
FINALIZED
In December 2017, the 3GPP working
group completed the NSA new-radio
specification. Initially, this specification
was scheduled for completion in June of
2018, at the same time as the SA specification. In late February 2017, the committee voted to accelerate work on the
NSA specification, so that large-scale trials and commercial deployments could
begin in 2019. The work was completed
before the new, deadline in December,
2017.
Then as scheduled for June 2018, the
3GPP committee completed the Standalone (SA) version of the 5G new-radio
standards. The 3GPP statement said,
“Now, the whole industry is taking the
final sprint towards 5G commercializa-

tion. The completion of SA specifications
which complements the NSA specifications, not only gives 5G NR the ability
of independent deployment, but also
brings a brand new end-to-end network
architecture, making 5G a facilitator and
an accelerator during the intelligent information and communications technology
improvement process of enterprise customers and vertical industries. New business models will be enabled and a new
era where everything is interconnected
will be opened up for both mobile operators and industrial partners.”

CARRIERS CAN CHOOSE
NSA OR SA
The 5G SA architecture gives carriers
and equipment makers the option of
deploying 5G without depending on an
underlying 4G LTE network. Unlike SA

Slide 5

standards, the Non-Standalone (NSA)
architecture will use the existing 4G LTE
core network along with the 5G newradio air interfaces to increase data rates
and reduce latency.
China’s three main telecom operators
are among the carriers with aggressive
plans for 5G. With 4G technology, the
three were several years behind carriers
in Japan and other advanced markets,
having started field trials in 2012 and
commercial deployments in 2014. And
China’s carriers were still building out
their 4G networks in 2017. Despite this,
the Chinese operators have announced
multi-city 5G trials to begin in 2018 and
2019 and commercial service beginning in 2020. The operators in China are
among those planning to adopt the SA
new radio standard from the beginning.
This means that the 5G core network will
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not use the existing 4G infrastructure for
the base-station systems.

to be finalized with an official ITU-R
announcement in October 2020.

Most carriers outside of China will adopt
the NSA standard initially as a way of
reducing time and cost to market, while
ensuring good coverage and mobility.
However, the SA version ultimately offers
the potential for lower operating costs,
economies of scale, better performance,
and less complexity. Over time, the operators initially using the NSA standard are
expected to upgrade their 4G core networks with 5G SA technology.

In parallel with the standards work, the
key chip and equipment manufacturers
have been demonstrating pre-standard
prototypes and gearing up for production as soon as standards are finalized.
Also in parallel, the carriers have been
running trials to evaluate network performance with the new frequencies that are
an integral part of the 5G standards. The
reports from carriers generally indicate
that the technology being trialed has met
or exceeded performance expectations.

IS 5G READY?
The 3GPP committees’ completion
of the two main 3GPP radio-accessnetwork standards was critical. At
the same time, the ITU workshops
and committee meetings have progressed on schedule. As a result, the
final IMT-2020 specification is on track

TRIAL OBJECTIVES
By mid-2018, many carriers had publicized findings from 5G trials with highquality streaming video, multiple video
streams, dense urban environments, large
crowds in sports stadiums, high-speed
vehicles, driverless cars, drones, and

many demanding “use cases.” Reports
from these trials generally show that the
prototype equipment has behaved as
expected or better than expected. Of
course, failures probably are not publicized. Some publications, however, have
highlighted challenges being addressed,
including backhaul speeds, equipment
interoperability, transmission distances,
and bit rates.
One problem area is the propagation
characteristics of the high-frequencies
in some of the spectral bands specified
for 5G. The longer waves, as in the millimeter-wave band, do not penetrate foliage, glass, building materials and other
obstructions as well as the frequencies
used in 3G and 4G systems. This was
well known, and the trials have focused
on evaluating the sophisticated arrays
and other antenna concepts designed
to help overcome these limitations. Such
trials also have evaluated the quality of

5G TRIALS HAVE INCLUDED SELF-DRIVING CAR EXPERIMENTS

Source:

SK Telecom

Slide 6
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received signals with rain, fog, and other
atmospheric conditions.

EXAMPLES OF TRIALS
South Korea’s equipment manufacturers and carriers are among the world
leaders in 5G R&D. The country’s two
largest mobile operators, Korea Telecom
(KT) and SK Telecom are positioning
themselves as early leaders in developing 5G technology and demonstrating new services. At the 2018 Winter
Olympics, held in Pyeongchang, South
Korea, KT and SK demonstrated new
services on pre-commercial 5G networks. Examples included applications

to track cross-country skiers, including
streaming video from overhead cameras, multi-view screens during live events,
and 360-degre virtual reality systems to
show the perspective of the athletes in
some events, using helmet-mounted
cameras and other sources.
SK Telecom also has demonstrated a
transportation and traffic control system based on 5G wireless technology. For trials conducted in December
2017, SK deployed 5G infrastructure in
K-City, the country’s pilot city for selfdriving. SK worked with the Korean
Transportation Safety Authority and
Samsung Electronics.

The system used 20-Gbps downloads for high-capacity video files, a
control centre that transfers data to
a test vehicle in less than a millisecond, and advanced tracking systems.
Traffic related infrastructure such as
CCTVs and traffic lights also were
linked to the self-driving cars and
control centres with 5G technology.
The self-driving car communicated
more than 100 times a second via
the 5G network, both with the control
center and another vehicle, to successfully minimize the risk of accidents on the road. The 5G equipment
used 28 GHz ultra-high frequency
broadband.

INCREASED DATA TRAFFIC
HOW MANY CONNECTIONS?
Two of the IMT-2020 specification’s
targets seem aggressive: one million
devices per square km and 100 Mbps
available across the coverage area to all
users. As already seen with 2G and 3G,
it is reasonable to expect the 5G standard to be used for more than 20 years.
So the aggressive targets are intended
to support future applications that may
be as yet unknown, allowing the 5G networks to scale up as new industries or
new groups of customers emerge. But
what seems likely in the near-term, say
the first five years of 5G operations?
One case sometimes offered as an
example with the high-density requirement is a big sporting event. This may
involve 50,000 to 100,000 people in a
stadium with a large number of them
simultaneously trying to use their smartphones for sending or receiving videos
or other communications. Of course,
consumers would expect to use their
phones at such events as part of their

regular monthly fee. So the stadium
example doesn’t really give the carriers a new business-case for building
5G networks. (It may give the stadium
builders and owners a case for installing
WiFi and other premises gear, which can
be paid back over multiple seasons by
ticket purchases.)

IOT AND BILLIONS OF
DEVICES
The high-density specification covers
IoT, meaning that the connected devices
in a square km of developed urban areas
may include traffic lights, street lights,
building controls, surveillance cameras,
parking metres, utility metres, and other
sensors, as well as smartphones, tablets, “wearables,” and other consumer
devices. Many of these devices, such as
utility metres, do not need low latency or
high bit rates. Such applications, however, can benefit from 5G’s low-power
specification, as well as the ability of 5G
to support diverse applications in the
same area, using spectrum slicing and

other ways of partitioning a cell’s overall
capacity.
IoT applications are expected to drive
the number of mobile subscriptions,
including all connected devices above
ten billion within the next five years.
Some communications companies,
including Cisco and Vodafone, have
estimated that the number of IoT connections using cellular networks was
about one billion in 2017. Industries that
already have a high number of IoT connections include:
• energy and utilities, including
smart metres, grid monitors, and
load-management controls;
• transport and logistics, including
tracking devices for truck fleets,
warehouse equipment, etc.;
• healthcare, including monitoring
devices for remote treatment, devices for tracking staff and patients,
and systems for managing inventory
and medical records;
• automotive, including connecpage 12
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tions for collecting data from engine
and maintenance sensors, GPS
and navigation systems, and other
connected-car functions;
• manufacturing, including various
factory-automation and robotic systems;
• retail, including point-of-sale
equipment, kiosks, and inventory
management;
• security, HVAC, lighting controls,
and other smart-building and smart
systems, such as parking metres,
smoke detectors, etc.

be some confusion with the large
statistics. Not all connected devices
use mobile-cellular networks. Many
devices are on other wireless networks,
some of which are referred to as “lowpower wide-area” (LWPA) technologies.
Examples of LWPA standards include
Lo-Ra, NB-IoT, and SigFox. In the
future, some IoT connected devices
will use other cellular technologies,
such as 3G or 4G, rather than 5G,
possibly because 5G was not available
when the equipment was set up.

One firm specializing in technology
analysis, Gartner, estimated that the
IOT MAY USE 5G
number of connected things worldwide
OR OTHER LINKS
exceeded eight billion in 2017. Most
When counting IoT devices as possible of these are not on cellular networks.
5G applications, however, there can Gartner says this total will grow to 20

billion by 2020. Ericsson has forecast
the world to have 20 billion connected
things in 2023, with 3.5 billion using cellular connections.
Another source of confusion is that some
of these large IoT estimates and forecasts
include multiple devices connected to the
Internet through a single gateway device,
having a single IP address. One example
is a home WiFi router, which may connect
security sensors, door locks, thermostats,
cameras, smart speakers, TVs, PCs, and
other devices to the Internet. Also, a single cellular account, based on one SIM
(subscriber interface module) residing in
a cell phone, may have multiple devices,
such as a smart watch or headphones,
connected to the phone via Bluetooth, a
short-distance wireless standard.

MOBILE IP TRAFFIC BY TYPE OF DEVICE AND APPLICATION
(data are ExaBytes per month, world totals – all traffic to and from end-user devices)

By type of device				

By application category

Source: Cisco VNI Mobile reports, 2012-2017. Data for 2017 and subsequent years are Cisco forecasts.
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VIDEO IS DRIVING MOBILE
TRAFFIC

ing or receiving videos from smartphones.

Although IoT systems may account
for billions of devices within five
years, they will account for only a
small percentage of mobile network
traffic. The major contributor to the
traffic load will be video services,
driven mainly by consumers send-

Cisco has been assessing and forecasting mobile traffic with an annual report
since 2012. The data shows that the
amount of traffic sent or received by
smart-phones increased with a CAGR
of 89% from 2012 to 2017. The amount
of traffic associated with video commu-

nications increased with a CAGR of 74%
from 2012 to 2017. Cisco expects the
growth in video and smart-phone traffic
to decelerate in the next five years but
continue to be the main drivers. Traffic
associated with M2M or IoT applications
will have rapid growth in the next five
years, but with lower quantities, as measured in Bytes transmitted and received
per month by the devices.

CABLE IMPLICATIONS
MORE DATA TRAFFIC
The Cisco data highlights the increase
in IP traffic over mobile networks, with
the total in 2020 being about ten times
the total in 2015. Further, almost all this
traffic is associated with video, web

applications, or audio streaming. Voice
conversations represent a very small
part of the total IP traffic on mobile networks. This means that all this traffic is
passing along backbone networks to or
from data centres. The video and audio
files are stored in data centres, and the

web applications are hosted in data centres. In other words, for every Byte of
video traffic on the mobile network – the
access network delivering it to the enduser – there will be a Byte of traffic on
the backbone networks linking the data
centres and IP routers.

HOW MANY 5G ANTENNA SITES, HOW CLOSELY SPACED?
3GPP document TR 38.913, specifies inter-site distances for selected “use cases,” based on 5G requirements
and frequency characteristics. TRxP = “Antenna or antenna array available for the network in a specific area.”
indoor hotspot – 20 m (meters), or 12 TRxPs for 120 m x 50 m area.
dense urban – macro-layer: 200 m, 3 micro-TRxPs per macro TrxP (outdoor)
rural – 2 cases – 1.7 km and 5 km,
urban macro (large cells) – 500 m, with 20% in cars, 80% in houses
high-speed rail lines – 0.5 km to 1.7 km, depending on frequency, with remote radio head 100 m from track
extreme long-distance, rural/low-density – 100 km,
highway macro-cell configuration – 500 m to 1.7 km,
highway roadside-unit configuration – 50 m to 100 m
urban grid for connected cars – 500 m, plus roadside unit at each intersection,
or again, at spacing of 50 m to 100 m
• commercial air to ground or light aircraft – 100 km
Note: use cases may “over-lap” or occur in the same area, such as highways in dense urban areas.
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MORE LOCAL DATA CENTRES
Many IoT applications, such as self- driving vehicles or industrial controls, also
will involve data centres. The requirements for low latency in some of these
applications, however, may require local
data centres as opposed to the large
but remote data centres operated by
some web-service companies such as
Microsoft or Amazon. Future applications
involving artificial intelligence, augmented
reality, or virtual reality also may require
low latency, necessitating more local
data centres for storage and processing.
This means that as 5G applications
ramp up, there will be cable demand
associated with increased data centre capacity, including new local data
centres. Some carriers have discussed
plans to situate new local data centres
in telecom switching centres – the former exchanges or central offices. There
also have been proposals to provide
data storage and processing capacity for local applications in mobile base
stations – typically huts, vaults, or large
cabinets located at the base of cell towers. Any new data centres will require
cable for interconnections, probably
optical cable, as well as internal cable
to connect the racks of servers and
processors. The data centres’ internal
cabling could be copper or fibre.

MORE ANTENNAS
The development of 5G networks also
will drive demand for new cables to link
the base transceiver stations to the base
station controllers (backhaul) and to link
the base stations to the antenna heads
(fronthaul). This may account for more
new cable demand than the increases
in backbone traffic and the requirement
for more data centres. The reason is that
5G network construction and operation

will involve significantly more cells and
antenna heads than previous mobile
generations.
How many more? This is still being
worked out. The number of 5G antennas,
or the density of cell sites, will vary with
the density of users. That is, urban environments will need more antennas than
rural areas. This is true for previous generations. But for 5G, the dense areas will
require significantly more antennas than
3G or 4G due to the frequencies being
used and the capacity requirements.

5G AND NETWORK
DENSIFICATION
The term “densification” refers to installation of more cellular antennas in a
given geographic area. One example
is the increasing use of small-cell technology with 4G mobile technology. The
deployment of 5G networks will bring a
new wave of mobile network densification, especially in urban areas. For some
countries or some carriers, the total number of 4G cell sites is published. Dividing
this number into the country’s square km
of land area gives an indication of the
average 4G cell-site radius for the entire
country. For Japan, this average is about
0.8 km. For the US, it is 3.3 km, and for
China it is 2.1 km. As noted, the average
radius will be smaller in urban areas, and
larger in rural areas.
The table shows the inter-site distance
for 5G in different environments. This distance would be twice the radius. Even
without knowing the distribution of urban
and rural areas, the table suggests that
the number of 5G sites will be a multiple of 4G sites. For urban areas, some
carriers have estimated a multiple of 10,
meaning that a 5G network will require 10
times more antennas than a 4G network.
Looking at the range of densities in dif-

ferent countries, another estimate is that
urban 5G networks may require 6 to 25
times more cell sites than 4G networks,
depending on the country and city size.

NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND
FIBRE COUNTS
A white paper published in late 2017
by the US Fiber Broadband Association
concluded that 5G networks covering
the US’s 25 largest metro areas would
require 2.2 million km of optical cable, in
terms of route-km. This conclusion was
based on the assumption that cell-site
spacing would be 750 feet (229 metres),
and that this spacing is required throughout all 25 cities. The calculation also relies
on assumptions about the cable architecture.
The association’s conclusion identifies
the amount of cable needed to connect the cell sites, not the fibre-km. The
2.2 million km must be multiplied by an
average fibre count to arrive at the fibre
requirement. The average count over the
entire cable plant should be at least six,
and it more likely is in the range of 12 to
24, if not higher. This suggests a potential
market for 24 million fibre-km, or more,
to cover these 25 cities, based on the
assumptions about density and cable
architecture.

CABLE TYPES
The 5G latency and capacity requirements suggest that fibre will be necessary for backhaul links. Backhaul speeds
of 100 Gbps are likely, which are impossible with twisted pair copper. The backhaul link might be done with microwave
or millimeter wave wireless systems, but
this will necessitate frequency licenses
and line-of-sight engineering. Most carriers have acknowledged that fibre is likely
to be most effective for backhaul.
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For the previous generations, most
mobile network operators have used
coaxial cable for fronthaul applications.
In recent years, however, there have
been advances in miniaturizing the digital-to-analog electronics so that some
of the base station functions can be
remoted to the radio head, and other
functions can be hauled over fibre from

further away. These developments
mean that 5G cell sites may have new
architectures – new approaches for
optimizing the location of digital electronics and the radio heads. This in
turn may mean that fibre can be used
for both backhaul and fronthaul functions, along with conductors for powering the antennas. It also may mean

that there will be increasing demand
for hybrid cables, containing both
fibres and conductors for power. Finally, the use of fibre on the towers also
may lead some carriers or networkconstruction companies to consider
bend-insensitive fibre in the cables,
allowing for tighter bends and greater
ease-of-handling.

the US and China, carriers may elect
to begin installing optical cable for the
terrestrial infrastructure in advance of
the radio-network construction.

network may allow some carriers to
build out their 5G networks more rapidly. Another factor may be how many
customers currently are using a carrier’s 3G or 4G networks, and how
many have a reason to upgrade to
a 5G-based service offering. Finally,
the main factors will involve the business case – whether 5G will provide

LOOKING AHEAD
CONSTRUCTION
TIMEFRAMES
The comments from carriers and the
status of field trials suggest that widescale 5G network deployments will
not be underway until 2020 or subsequent years in most countries. In some
advanced telecom markets, such as

Once 5G construction is underway,
how rapidly will it progress? This
will depend on several factors. Use
of the non-standalone radio-access
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access to new revenue streams. The
use of 5G technology for fixed-wireless broadband services, as being
pursued by Verizon in the US, may
provide an initial business case for
some carriers. That is, it could provide access to new customers while
other 5G services and customer
groups are evolving.

The ability to attract new groups of
customers, such as automotive companies, or trucking fleet operators, or
medical supply companies, may give
carriers an incentive to offer 5G services before their competitors. In some
advanced markets, the ability to offer
superior video services to consumers
also may spur some carriers to pursue
5G in advance of competitors.

IS THERE A RACE FOR 5G?
Most advanced economies have a
competitive mobile telecom market –
three or more carriers with nationwide
service. In many of these cases, the
available market is highly saturated.
That is, all the country’s residents
already have a cellular subscription.
And in these markets, the carriers
don’t have many options for increasing
their revenues or profits. The competition has led the carriers to have similar
sets of services and fees.

COMPETITION BETWEEN
COUNTRIES
As 5G technology has developed, there
have been comments from some journalists, government officials, and corporate executives expressing the view
that it is important for a country to be an
early adopter, even to achieve a leading
role among world markets. But it is not
clear how a leading role among countries could benefit the carriers within a
country. Carriers in different countries

do not compete for the same customers. They have different geographic
serving areas and in fact cannot operate in another country without frequency licenses and other permits.
There may be an advantage for the
equipment manufacturers (rather than
carriers) to get ahead of competitors in
other countries. This could affect their
clout in standards committees, giving
potential benefits in technology development, royalties, and market acceptance. Some publications also have
mentioned national security as a possible factor in a competition between
countries. But again, it’s not clear how
an early adopter gets any international
advantage. The main advantage of an
early lead among countries may be for
equipment manufacturers, who can
gain early domestic experience and be
better positioned to win international
contracts.

CONCLUSION

Technologists and many economists, such as

services, and automation for both

those at the WEF, have expressed confidence

manufacturing and service industries.

that 5G mobile networks will have significant

Together with new software controls for

effects on the world economy. One effect will

optimizing data traffic flows, 5G networks are

be to facilitate efficiencies in other industries.

expected to reduce the power consumed by

Another is to provide a pathway for the

telecom networks and to lower other network

development of new unforeseen technologies.

operating costs. At the same time, reliability,

Plus, 5G networks may prove cost-effective in

capacity and network flexibility or scalability

Internet services that will promote economic

are expected to improve.

development, such as education, health-care,
e-commerce, and others.

The overall benefits, therefore include ICT
industry efficiencies as well as broader

Further, many ICT industry participants see

implications for society, other industries, and

5G as an important supporting technology for

economic growth.

other advances in artificial intelligence, cloud
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